
OPERATIONAL RISK



definition

• Risks are arising from internal company problems, where the risk occurs due to weak 

management control system conducted by the internal company.

• Example:

1. Computer risk

2. Maintenance

3. Working Accident

4. Data recording error (manual risk)

5. Purchasing error

6. Dll,.



Computer risk

1. The occurrence of changes in computer data due to virus attack.
 Separate data / rank the importance of data

 Back-up data

 Build protection against data and various other information, eg create a 

special password

2. Computers always changes and updates, especially in the program / application), IT 

employee skills are also need to be improved

3. Computers are included in the category of IT that has a high market value, so that 

every change of the computer and change of expert personnel will require high costs



The main reasons for error computer 
systems (Husein Umar, 2001)

Reasons of error Percentage

Electrical voltage error 9%

User error 11%

Fire or water 20%

Cheating / theft 30%

Hardware / software malfunction 30%



Factory Maintenance Problem

•Companies that have machines will rely on the quality / 

performance of their engines to support production

•Maintenance cost and equipment cost are routine cost

• Technicians also need to be given special training, so 

that they will understand the true problems that can

arise



Risk of Factory Maintenance Problem

1. The production activity will stop for a while. This can 

cause some capacity problems.

2. Service cost by hiring an expert (if the company does 

not have specific expert)

3. Turnover costs in new purchases of some plant 

equipment. if the machine or spare part is not 

available in the market quickly, it will cause greater 

losses.



Work accident

Work accidents occur when the company does not apply the safety and job 

security concepts as applicable, generally related to company’s cost 

avoidance.

Avoidance of such costs includes:

1. Employee insurance fee every month

2. Dependent charges when an employee has an accident and the insurer has 

not issued a claim on the proposed insurance

3. If safety terms and conditions of employment are included in each 

employment contract with employees, if the company does not comply with 
the agreement, it can be claimed for breach of contract and pay 

compensation



Effect of work accident

1. The company must improve the work management system that has been applied so 

far because it is considered ineffective, so it should invite consultants in the field 

concerned

2. Applying for a loan to the bank in case of constraints

3. The fall of the company's reputation in case of work accident due to press / media 

coverage

4. The number of work accidents each year is always announced in the media, so it can 

affect the reputation of the company, even to the image of the government



Manual Risk

The causes of manual risk:

1. Manual recording on paper, at risk of wet / burn / missing

2. Problems arising from manual recording, completion and source search are 
manually specified as well

3. The process of bookkeeping will take place in a long time. Ineffective (in 

terms of time) and efficient (in terms of cost).

4. Every submission of information should be made through the post office or 

mail delivery service.



Purchase error of goods and no agreement 
that purchased goods can be exchanged 
again
Risk of loss:

1. Goods have been purchased are expected to be sold but did 

not turn out to sell

2. Some items can be sold but there are leftovers and can not be 

exchanged for new ones, companies end up selling in cheap 

price

3. The company can not make any cost savings, because the 

trading contract is cash and there is no after sales service



Outsourcing

1. Employees provided by an employee provider 

agency

2. Another company that needs employees, contacts 

the company and asks some employees to be hired 

as contract workers

3. The employer accepts the employee and places the 

employee as an employee with an outsourcing 

agreement



Reasons for implementing 
outsourcing
1. The cost is cheaper because the company only contacted the 

company's channeling/employee agency

2. Outsourced employees are considered to have more readiness

3. The Company only owns and is responsible to the employment 
agencies and is carried out in accordance with an agreed 
contract of cooperation

4. There is no fixed cost cost to be prepared, eg for pension fund, 
uniform, insurance, etc

5. Companies can easily replace employees after their contract 
expires



Outsourcing risk

• The employee is not a permanent employee, in the 

sense that the employee is up to retirement, only during 

the contract term. There is no strong sense of 

psychological responsibility to keep the company (no 

sense of belongings)

• The secret of the company during its work allows it to be 

known by the outside public when it no longer works in 

the company



Globalization in concepts and 
products
• The era of globalization has an impact on business concepts

• Product inovation follows the development of globalization era to be able to 

sell in the market

• Training and education for employees is needed to ensure employees are also 

global-minded

• Solution:

Thinking, planning, and realizing all business activities by applying international 

standards, especially activities that related to aspects of capital, regulation, 

transparancy communication, technology and management and employee 

competence



Measurement of operational risk

Technique measures operational risk, using 2 classifications:

1. Frequency or probability of occurrence of risk

2. The seriousness of the loss or impact of the risk

"The higher the risk, the higher the possibility to obtain the 

expected return (actual return), assuming the risk and return 

are linear"



Relation of expected return and standard 
deviation in operational risk perspective

Expected return

Risk Level



Position I and Position III (linear)

Possible Risks:

1. Production machines will experience a period of rapid 

depreciation because it is used in a longer time and is pursuing 

production target

2. Needs of the required raw materials will experience a high 

increase and should not be stopped, because it will affect the 

smooth production timely

3. The availability of goods produced must always be available in 

the warehouse because it involves the smooth ordering order 

from the distributors or buyers, because if there is trafict jam,

customer satisfaction will be disrupted



Position II (non linier)
A company must anticipate and implement the maximum 

strategy to avoid increasing risk

Due to increasing risk:

1. Increased corporate losses will continue to grow and further 

reserve funds will be much decreased

2. If losses are allowed to continue, the company will be in a 

financial distress 

3. Credibility and reputation of the company will decrease due to 

various parties ranging from business pressures to consumers 

(disappointed consumers)

4. Further able to pose a risk of bankruptcy



Position IV (non linier)

A few things to keep in mind:

1. The risk is very difficult to predict, if the risk is attempted to 

occupy the position II

2. These conditions and situations occur when risk control 

becomes weakened by profit-driven companies

3. Working under pressure (under pressure) undertaken by the 

company is no longer in the second position, and can have an 

impact on the decrease of discipline



Position M

•Position is considered to be the most optimal 

point for E (R) condition and risk level

•Stable condition / safety position



Costs for operational risk

1. Calculate and map out the risks that are being and will be 

faced

2. Take into account how much costs should be allocated 

regarding risk management

3. Decide what mechanisms should be established to manage 

risks

4. Deciding on a funding source that can be allocated to support 

the completion of operational risk



Operational Risk vs. Working Capital

Working capital is a fund spent to finance operational activities, 
such as:

1. Raw material

2. Employee salary

3. Labor costs

4. Electricity

5. Telephone

6. Cleanliness
etc



The purpose of bookkeeping

1. as accountability report to the leadership of the 

company

2. as a predictor in estimating the various needs of the 

company especially for the long term

3. As a guide for various parties concerned to see the 

condition of the company in carrying out its activities

4. As one of the recommendation materials in decision 

making for investors


